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Name: Date:

Spelling challenge about pets
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
The meaning of this breed name was originally "lion dog" because this 
variety of dog was bred in China to resemble a miniature lion.

A. Shih Tzu   B. Shih Tzzu   C. Shiy Tzu   D. Shih Tzue

2.

The domed head, large dark expressive eyes, short deep muzzle are 
characteristic points of this breed. The coat is �owing, long, silky and 
abundant. The long, feathered ears are a striking breed feature.

A. Cocker Spaniel   B. Cocker Spaniil   C. Cocker Spaneil   D. Cocker 
Spaniell

3.
The appearance of this breed is characterized by a �at, wrinkled face, 
compact body, and curled tail.

A. Pug   B. Peg   C. Pyg   D. Puge

4.

This type of dog was the most common dog on small farms in the US in 
1900.

A. English Shepherde   B. English Shephyrd   C. English Shephird   D. 
English Shepherd

5.

These dogs are no more than about 40cm in height and have a short 
coat that may be smooth, broken, or rough, and small, pointed ears 
that usually fold forwards.

A. Jack Russell Tarriar   B. Jack Russell Terier   C. Jack Russel Terrier   D. 
Jack Russell Terrier

6.
A livestock guard dog originally from Hungary.
A. Komonder   B. Kodondor   C. Komondor   D. Komondyr

7.
An ancient toy breed of dog, originating in China. They were the 
favored imperial pet.

A. Pkings   B. Pekingece   C. Pekingese   D. Pakingese
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For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.

The meaning of this breed name was originally "lion dog" because this 
variety of dog was bred in China to resemble a miniature lion.

A. Shih Tzu   B. Shih Tzzu   C. Shiy Tzu   D. Shih TzueA

2.

The domed head, large dark expressive eyes, short deep muzzle are 
characteristic points of this breed. The coat is flowing, long, silky and 
abundant. The long, feathered ears are a striking breed feature.

A. Cocker Spaniel   B. Cocker Spaniil   C. Cocker Spaneil   D. Cocker 
Spaniell

A

3.

The appearance of this breed is characterized by a flat, wrinkled face, 
compact body, and curled tail.

A. Pug   B. Peg   C. Pyg   D. PugeA

4.

This type of dog was the most common dog on small farms in the US in 
1900.

A. English Shepherde   B. English Shephyrd   C. English Shephird   D. 
English Shepherd

D

5.

These dogs are no more than about 40cm in height and have a short 
coat that may be smooth, broken, or rough, and small, pointed ears 
that usually fold forwards.

A. Jack Russell Tarriar   B. Jack Russell Terier   C. Jack Russel Terrier   D. 
Jack Russell Terrier

D

6.

A livestock guard dog originally from Hungary.

A. Komonder   B. Kodondor   C. Komondor   D. KomondyrC

7.

An ancient toy breed of dog, originating in China. They were the 
favored imperial pet.

A. Pkings   B. Pekingece   C. Pekingese   D. PakingeseC


